Learn about making the shift from the ADA student members disability and life insurance plans you had at no cost while in school to the more comprehensive, paid insurance you’ll need as a practicing dentist. They will help you make the right decisions, depending on your post-graduate career path.

ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT CONVERSION FROM NO-COST STUDENT INSURANCE TO INSURANCE FOR PRACTICING DENTISTS

Your salary-based Great-West Financial® Insurance Plan Specialist only works with dentists, so you can count on them for experienced guidance to help you choose the right coverage throughout your career.

TRUSTED SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Make use of an expert who can help you determine your disability, life and other insurance needs at this stage in your career. From helping you understand riders and features to explaining the types and amount of coverage you might need, your personal insurance experts can assist you with this now, and at any stage throughout your career.

EXPLAIN COVERAGE OPTIONS

Your salary-based Great-West Financial® Insurance Plan Specialist is a trusted source of information. They only work with dentists, so you can count on them for experienced guidance to help you choose the right coverage throughout your career.

SPEAK JARGON-FREE INSURANCE LANGUAGE

If you need help comparing coverage among providers, ask your Insurance Plan Specialist to break it down in non-insurance language.

ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT CONVERSION FROM NO-COST STUDENT INSURANCE TO INSURANCE FOR PRACTICING DENTISTS

Your salary-based Great-West Financial® Insurance Plan Specialist is a trusted source of information. They only work with dentists, so you can count on them for experienced guidance to help you choose the right coverage throughout your career.

EXPLAIN COVERAGE OPTIONS

For help comparing coverage among providers, ask your Insurance Plan Specialist to break down the plan in non-insurance language.

ANNUAL INSURANCE PLAN SPECIALISTS CAN HELP

1. TRUSTED SOURCE OF INFORMATION
   Your salary-based Great-West Financial® Insurance Plan Specialist is a trusted source of information. They only work with dentists, so you can count on them for experienced guidance to help you choose the right coverage throughout your career.

2. EXPLAIN COVERAGE OPTIONS
   Make use of an expert who can help you determine your disability, life and other insurance needs at this stage in your career. From helping you understand riders and features to explaining the types and amount of coverage you might need, your personal insurance experts can assist you with this now, and at any stage throughout your career.

3. PROVIDE APPLICATION SUPPORT
   Insurance Plan Specialists have the expertise to give you tips to help ensure that your application and underwriting process go smoothly and that your documents are submitted error-free.

4. EASY TO REACH
   Get quotes by email or phone, so you don’t have to find time for in-person meetings just to discuss insurance.

5. SPEAK JARGON-FREE INSURANCE LANGUAGE
   If you need help comparing coverage among providers, ask your Insurance Plan Specialist to break down the plan in non-insurance language.

6. ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT CONVERSION FROM NO-COST STUDENT INSURANCE TO INSURANCE FOR PRACTICING DENTISTS
   Learn about making the shift from the ADA student members disability and life insurance plans you had at no cost while in school to the more comprehensive, paid insurance you’ll need as a practicing dentist. They will help you make the right decisions, depending on your post-graduate career path.

7. ASSESS YOUR CURRENT COVERAGE
   Anytime you reach a major milestone like getting married, having children, opening a new practice, or earning more income, it’s a good idea to re-evaluate and calculate your coverage needs with your Insurance Plan Specialist to ensure you have the financial protection you need.

GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR GREAT-WEST FINANCIAL INSURANCE PLAN SPECIALIST:

EMAIL: planspecialist@greatwest.com
PHONE: 866.607.5338
CHAT ONLINE: insurance.ada.org
(weekdays from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm Central Time)